2016

Call for Essays and Poems on Honor

Follow this and additional works at: http://digitalcommons.liberty.edu/honorable_mention

Recommended Citations

MLA:
Liberty University Digital Commons. Web. [xx Month xxxx].

APA:

Turabian:
Needed: Essays and Poems on Honor

For each issue of The Kabod, LU’s Honors journal, we like to lead in with a poem or creative essay about “honor.” This could be about honor in battle or some other context. This might draw from the chivalrous codes of the Middle Ages. It could be about how “honor” is used in a variety of contexts like addresses such as “The Right Honorable So and so.” It could be about honoring mothers and fathers. Think about what “honor” means in your discipline. A poem about honoring God would be an excellent contribution. How do animals or all of nature honor God? How can we Christians honor Him? Or perhaps you are concerned about the lack of honor in our world at large or on college campuses or in the specific treatment of certain groups of people or in the current political climate. You don’t hear much about this anymore, but isn’t time for more people to honor their word? Another interesting subject is how “honor” is defined and practiced in different cultures or has been so throughout historical ages or by different groups of people (like children).

We would welcome your work; please send it to bayres@liberty.edu.